
 

SPECIAL SITUATIONS GROUP PERSONNEL RECORD OFU

Name: TOMESCU, Andrei (Dr) 

Assignment: C Division, Operational Field Unit 9

Seconded from: British Experimental 

O8/IO/63  

Rank (if applicable): N/A 

 

Attributes 

Action: I  Influence:

 

Hidden Agendas 

Factional: Undisclosed (2) 

Personal: Find his wife, Emily

 

Traits    

Unparalleled understanding of fringe science

Science requires its sacrifices

Easy to underestimate  

Hears his dead wife’s voice in his head

Badly out of shape  

 

 

Relationships   

Astor blames you for her disgrace

Colonel Barkov is obsessed with 

Sgt McIntyre underestimates you

Emily Tomescu loved you like no other

    

SPECIAL SITUATIONS GROUP PERSONNEL RECORD OFU 9/e  

  Birthdate: 23/O2/II 

Assignment: C Division, Operational Field Unit 9  

British Experimental Rocket Bureau, 

Influence: 2  Insight: 5 

    

his wife, Emily (4) 

   +/-   

eled understanding of fringe science (+) 

Science requires its sacrifices   (+) 

   (+) 

voice in his head  (-) 

   (-) 

   +/-   

Astor blames you for her disgrace   (-)   

Colonel Barkov is obsessed with you  (+)   

stimates you   (-)   

Emily Tomescu loved you like no other  (+)   

Locked?  

Rating  

2 

3 

I 

2 



 

Distinguishing Features 

An out of shape man of 53, wearing thick glasses and old-fashioned suits, 

TOMESCU cuts an unimpressive figure, looking like a mid-level bureaucrat. 

Motivations 

Conflicted by his involvement in disastrous experimental work at Porton 

Down, TOMESCU believes that much could have been salvaged from his 

research, had his material survived. 

The death of Emily TOMESCU devastated him. He has been observed to talk to 

his deceased wife as if she were still alive and is obsessed with finding 

her. Close monitoring is advised. 

Known History 

Formerly employed by the Nazis in I944-45, he was extracted by the SIS from 

the clutches of the shadowy Soviet GK-II organisation in I957. TOMESCU 

escaped his native Romania and was spirited into BERB’s Porton Down 

experimental facility, where he met and married his wife, Emily. 

Principal researcher in the GOD LIGHT project, his research was cut short 

when the device was trialled to combat the Soviet invasion with 

disastrous results. TOMESCU narrowly escaped with his life as the RAF 

destroyed Porton Down in Operation INDIGO DIAMOND. He learned that his 

wife was missing presumed killed in the fighting taking place in SW 

England shortly after. 

Political pressure following the INDIGO DIAMOND debacle forced TOMASCU 

out of BERB and he was ‘seconded’ to SSG along with the SIS agents who 

initially spirited him out of Romania, Carol ASTOR and Simeon URQUHART. 

Opinion of Colleagues 

Sgt Bill MCINTYRE: A man of action. He looks down on your poor physique. 

PC Frank BURTON: A nice young man, someone you would ask directions of. 

Carol ASTOR: You owe her a lot but she blames you for her stalled career. 

DS Vic WELLING: Another policeman, very cynical. 

Possessions 

• Old-fashioned and well-worn suit and scuffed shoes 

• .38 Webley revolver, heavy and clumsy 

• Ration card and SSG identification papers 

• Notebook and pencil, stuffed full of your ideas to carry on your GOD 

LIGHT research. 


